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. These are significant limitations, particularly for applications such as portable and wearable devices. In recent years, metasurfaces have emerged as a versatile platform for wavefront shaping. Since the phase is accurately controlled by subwavelengthspaced structures with thicknesses at the wavelength scale or below, many compact optical devices based on metasurfaces have been demonstrated. These include flat lenses [2] [3] [4] , polarimeters [5] [6] [7] , axicons 8, 9 , polarization elements [10] [11] [12] and holograms [13] [14] [15] . However, these devices are highly chromatic despite consisting of weakly dispersive materials. This can be attributed to two separate factors: dispersion arising from a periodic lattice (see Supplementary Fig. 1 for a detailed discussion), as well as light confinement in either a resonant or guided manner. Previous works have addressed this challenge by using multiple coupled resonances to tailor phase profiles at several discrete frequencies 16, 17 , stacking or stitching several layers of metasurfaces 18 , increasing the phase modulation to be more than 2π radians (so-called multi-order diffractive lenses) 19 or engineering the dispersion [20] [21] [22] [23] . Recently, achromatic focusing at green wavelengths (with a 60 nm bandwidth) in a reflective metalens was achieved 24 . Other groups have experimentally demonstrated achromatic metalenses in the near infrared with bandwidths of tens of terahertz (THz) [25] [26] [27] . However, none of these works demonstrated achromatic imaging.
Here, we demonstrate the ability to engineer the frequencydependent phase profile φ ω → r ( , ), and thereby achieve arbitrary control of metalens dispersion over a large continuous bandwidth in the visible. This is made possible by separately engineering the group delay and group delay dispersion of each constituent nanostructure, independent of its phase, at a given frequency. This is distinct from other approaches, particularly that described in ref. 27 , where the authors utilized plasmonic resonances without considering group delay dispersion, and therefore did not demonstrate a systematic, general way to implement metalenses of different dispersion. As a proof of concept, we demonstrate metalenses with tailored dispersion, including achromatic metalenses with diffractionlimited focusing covering nearly the entire visible (from 470 nm to 670 nm). The achromatic metalens is also capable of performing white-light imaging. Finally, we design and model a metasurface that when patterned over a commercial spherical lens renders it achromatic and diffraction-limited across the visible spectrum.
Principle of achromatic metalenses
As an initial example, consider the achromatic metalens shown in Fig. 1a . The relative phase provided by the metalens elements with respect to the centre follows 3 : 2 2 where ω, c, r and F are the angular frequency, light speed, radial coordinate and focal length, respectively. This spatial-and frequency-dependent phase profile φ(r,w) implies that at a given r, the metalens provides different transverse wavevectors 
Equation (2) indicates that to achieve achromatic focusing within a given bandwidth Δ ω around ω d , an optical element placed at a radial coordinate r needs to satisfy not only the required relative phase (φ(r, ω d )), but also the higher-order derivative terms, which determine the metalens dispersion. φ ω ω ∂ ∕∂ r ( , ) and φ ω ω ∂ ∕∂ r ( , ) are the relative group delay and group delay dispersion, and are typically of the order of femtoseconds (fs) and femtoseconds square (fs 2 ) in the visible. Conventional diffractive lenses only satisfy the required phase, that is, the phase profile at a design frequency. The neglect of these derivative terms results in chromatic effects. An intuitive interpretation of each term of equation (2) is shown in Fig. 1a . The first term leads to a spherical wavefront (yellow line in Fig. 1a) . The group delay term compensates for the difference in the wavepackets' arrival times at the focus, while the higher-order derivative terms (group delay dispersion, and so on) ensure that the outgoing wavepackets are identical. The net effect is the minimization of the spread in the arrival times of wavepackets at the focus to ensure they constructively interfere. The smaller the time spread, the larger the bandwidth achievable. Therefore, to realize diffraction-limited focusing for a broad bandwidth, both phase and group delay, as well as higher-order terms, need to be considered.
To account for the dispersion of a metalens, the focal length F in equation (1) can be parametrized as:
n where k is a positive constant and n is a real number. The dispersion of a metalens can thus be designed to arbitrary specification by substituting different values for n. We refer to the metalenses with n = 0 and n = 1 as achromatic and diffractive metalenses hereafter. The diffractive metalens possesses a focal length shift similar to Fresnel lenses. From equation (3), the positive (negative) values of n imply that shorter (longer) wavelengths are focused farther from (closer to) the metalens, respectively. The larger the absolute value of n, the farther the separation between the focal spots of two wavelengths, resulting in stronger dispersion. Figure 1b ,c shows the required relative group delays and group delay dispersions as a function of radial coordinate for metalenses with numerical aperture (NA) = 0.2 at λ = 530 nm. For n = 2 and -1, they require nonnegligible group delay dispersion to precisely control the focal length shift and achieve diffraction-limited focusing. Note that the required group delay and group delay dispersions are relatively small for n = 1. This agrees with our previous observation that a diffractive metalens (NA = 0.8) implemented using geometric phase can still focus light with a focal spot size approximately equal to a wavelength 3 .
Independent control of phase and dispersion
To increase the degrees of freedom in our design, we utilized coupled phase-shift elements: two nanofins in close proximity, acting as coupled waveguides. Their geometric parameters are defined in Fig. 2a , and scanning electron microscopy images of a fabricated metalens are provided in Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 2 . It has been previously shown that coupled waveguides can support tunable dispersion, for example, near-zero group delay dispersions for a wide bandwidth 28, 29 . For simplicity and without loss of generality, we first consider the optical properties of a single TiO 2 nanofin, which can be fabricated using electron-beam lithography followed by atomic layer deposition 30 . When a left-handed circularly polarized beam passes through the nanofin, the transmitted light can be described by the Jones vector 31 :
where t L and t S represent complex transmission coefficients when the incident light is polarized along the long and short axis of the nanofin, and α is the rotation angle. The second term in equation (4) is cross-polarized; we refer to its normalized amplitude squared as the polarization conversion efficiency hereafter. The phase shift is determined by the product
, where 2α is a frequency-independent geometric phase equal to twice the rotation angle. This allows us to decouple the target phase profile from the required group delay and group delay dispersion (controlled by ̃−t t L S ). Figure 2c shows phase spectra for a nanofin with different rotation angles. The slope is approximately linear within a given bandwidth, and is independent of the rotation angle of the nanofin. This property allows us to design achromatic metalenses with a large bandwidth.
To gain physical insight into the dispersion design, each TiO 2 nanofin can be regarded as a truncated waveguide. Neglecting end reflections, the phase of the transmitted light after passing through the structure at a given coordinate r is ϕ ω = 
ff ff e e yields the group delay: this is the ratio of the nanofin height to group velocity, which can be controlled by the nanofin dimensions and/or material used. Figure 2d shows a comparison of polarization conversion efficiency using the eigenmode solver and finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) methods (see Methods). The good agreement verifies the validity of treating the nanofins as short waveguides. At . Note that the NA is a function of wavelength for n ≠ 0 due to the change in focal length. Depending on the value of n, the metalens can be designed as achromatic (n = 0) or chromatic with focal length inversely proportional to wavelength (n = 1, dispersion similar to Fresnel lenses), or proportional to wavelength (n = -1). The case of n = 2 exhibits stronger dispersion. These metalenses have a diameter of 20 μ m and a focal length of 49 μ m at λ = 530 nm. c, Required relative group delay dispersion of the same metalenses.
higher frequencies, the observed deviations result from the excitation of higher-order modes and resonances within the nanofins 32, 33 . Figure 2e shows the phases and polarization conversion efficiencies of five different nanofin elements. Their group delays were obtained using linear fitting of the phase spectra within a bandwidth of 120 nm, centered at 530 nm (see Methods for details). This ensures that the group delay of an element fulfils the requirement shown in Fig. 1b and its group delay dispersion is close to zero for at least the 120 nm bandwidth being considered. However, as seen later in the text, our simulations and experimental results show that the metalens focal length is only weakly dependent on wavelength beyond this bandwidth, up to 670 nm. Note that for low NA, the required range of group delay is proportional to the product of lens radius and NA (see Methods). We designed and implemented metalenses with nanofin dimensions corresponding to a group delay range of about 5 fs; see Supplementary Fig. 3 for a plot of polarization conversion efficiencies versus group delays.
Achromatic focusing and imaging. To demonstrate the versatility of our approach, we designed and fabricated an achromatic metalens (n = 0) as well as two other metalenses with n = 1 and 2. They all possess NA = 0.2 at wavelength λ = 530 nm. For n = 1, that is, a regular diffractive metalens, the phase profile was imparted by identical nanofins using the geometric phase 34 . The achromatic metalenses were designed by digitizing the required phase and group delay, which were then implemented by selecting elements from a library of various nanofin parameters. For n = 2, we also selected elements with group delay dispersion close to the required ones (see Methods for details). Supplementary  Videos 1 and 2 show the imparted phases for the n = 0 and n = 2 metalenses. The measured normalized focal length shifts and their theoretically predicted values from λ = 470 nm to 670 nm are shown in Fig. 3a . The latter was calculated by propagating the fields generated by the nanofins using Fresnel− Kirchhoff integration, neglecting the actual coupling between metalens elements. However, we also solved Maxwell's equations using FDTD simulations for a full metalens with NA = 0.6 and 6 μ m diameter (due to the limitation of computational resources) to confirm achromatic focusing. Note that the effect of larger NA compensates for the smaller diameter. The results are shown in Supplementary Video 3. Experimentally, the focal lengths at different wavelengths were obtained by measuring their intensity profiles (point spread functions) along the propagation direction (z axis) of the incident beam in steps of 1 μ m, as shown in Fig. 3b,d . The z coordinate corresponding to the peak intensity value gives the focal length for a given wavelength. We characterized the performance of these diffractive and achromatic metalenses in terms of their focal spot profiles (Fig. 3e,f) . They were measured at the focal plane corresponding to an illumination wavelength of 470 nm (white dashed lines in Fig. 3b,c) . The diffractive metalens shows significant defocusing when the wavelength is larger than 550 nm (Fig. 3e) . In contrast, the focal spots of the achromatic metalens at different wavelengths are diffractionlimited: their Strehl ratios are larger than 0.8 and the deviations of the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) are within 5% of the theoretical values (see Supplementary Fig. 4 ). Supplementary Video 4 shows in real time the focal spot profiles as the incident wavelength is swept across the visible. It is important to note that although we only designed this achromatic metalens for a bandwidth of 120 nm centered at 530 nm, due to the negligible focal length shift compared with its depth of focus (λ / Ν Α 2 ), the metalens maintains its focal spot profile for almost the entire visible spectrum from 470 nm to 670 nm. This achromatic metalens can also focus incoherent white light under a broadband halogen lamp illumination ( Supplementary  Fig. 5 ).
We also fabricated achromatic and diffractive metalenses with larger diameters (NA = 0.02, diameter = 220 μ m) and compared their imaging quality. The focal spot profiles of the achromatic metalens are shown in Fig. 4a . Supplementary Video 5 is a realtime video of a focal spot profile measurement. Figure 4b illumination wavelengths with a bandwidth of 40 nm, corresponding to the bandwidth of a typical LED light source (see Methods for experimental set-up). Control experiments using the diffractive metalens are shown in Supplementary Fig. 6 . The test target was fixed at the focal plane corresponding to illumination at λ = 470 nm. In Fig. 4b , a slight decrease of contrast in the images at red wavelengths is observed since the feature size of the target (~15 μ m) is close to the diffraction limit of the achromatic metalens; there is also a decrease in efficiency of the metalens at red wavelengths. Additionally, we demonstrate white-light imaging using a broadband illumination source (white-light laser) from 470-670 nm. The images of the United States Air Force target and Siemens star are shown in Fig. 4c,d . These images show that chromatic aberration is well corrected even under white-light illumination, and that the metalens is able to achieve high imaging quality over a few square millimetres, corresponding to a 30° field of view. Note that the patterns at the centre of the United States Air Force target and the Siemens star have feature sizes smaller than the resolution of the achromatic metalens. We measured the focal spots of the metalens for different angles of incidence, and found that their Strehl ratios are larger than 0.8 up to an incident angle of about 15° (Supplementary Fig. 7 ).
The colour of these white-light images has a bluish tinge because of the wavelength-dependent efficiency of the metalens (see Methods for efficiency measurement). We measured about 20% efficiency around 500 nm, against a theoretically predicted value of 50% (Supplementary Fig. 8a ). This deviation likely results from fabrication errors and the coupling between metalens elements. We simulate the phase of each element (coupled waveguides) using periodic boundary conditions. This approximation ignores near-field coupling to adjacent metalens elements, thereby introducing a perturbation on the wavefront and an attendant reduction in efficiency. This effect can be taken into account with comprehensive full lens simulation followed by optimization to increase efficiency 35, 36 . Note that the metalens efficiency is lower compared with our previous works 3, 37 , because to cover a larger range of group delay, some low polarization conversion efficiency elements must be chosen (see Supplementary Fig. 3 ). The metalens efficiency can be increased by introducing more complicated nanostructures to increase the freedom of design parameters, or by choosing highly efficient elements at the expense of reducing metalens diameter. We fabricated and measured two metalenses with smaller diameters with efficiencies of about 40% (Supplementary Fig. 8b ). Supplementary Fig. 6 shows that a chromatic metalens of same diameter and NA generates significantly blurred images, in contrast to the achromatic lens.
Our design principle can be applied to other regions of the electromagnetic spectrum 38, 39 . In addition, as mentioned previously, realizing achromatic metalenses with larger diameters and higher numerical apertures requires a larger range of group delay supported by various combinations of nanofins with different dimensions. This can be realized, as shown in equation (5), by different dispersion engineering approaches [40] [41] [42] [43] or by simply increasing the height of the nanofins [44] [45] [46] [47] . The authors of ref. 47 have demonstrated TiO 2 nanostructures with ~4.5 μ m height corresponding to a group delay of about 37 fs. Cascading layers of metalenses can further increase the total group delay; moreover, this introduces an additional degree of freedom to correct for monochromatic aberrations (coma, field curvature, astigmatism, and so on) within a large field of view 36, 48, 49 . Finally, one can combine a metalens that acts as an aberration corrector with a refractive spherical lens. This is particularly promising as one would be able to simultaneously correct chromatic and monochromatic aberrations of the spherical lens, while maintaining the benefits of a large lens aperture and a small chromatic focal length shift. An example is given in Supplementary Fig. 9 for a commercial low-cost spherical lens (LA4966, Thorlabs Inc.) with a diameter of 5.4 mm and NA = 0.1 attached to a dispersion-engineered metalens. Our calculations show that the focal length shift of the refractive metalens doublet is similar to that of triplet lenses if one incorporates group delay dispersion engineering in the design of the metalens. Moreover, the metalens enables the spherical lens to achieve diffraction-limited achromatic focusing across the visible spectrum from 450 nm to 700 nm, a feat that traditionally requires cascading of many refractive lenses of various glass materials 50 . The required group delay for such a metalens is about 22 fs, only four times larger than what we can realize with 600-nm-height nanofins.
Conclusions
By simultaneously controlling the phase, group delay and group delay dispersion, we have demonstrated dispersion-tailored metalenses in transmission over a large continuous bandwidth in the visible region. This represents a significant advance in the state of the art for metalenses, which have traditionally been limited in their applications due to bandwidth, particularly in the visible. We have demonstrated an achromatic planar metalens (NA = 0.2) capable of focusing light to the diffraction limit from 470 to 670 nm, and an achromatic metalens (NA = 0.02) for imaging. We have also shown that a metalens with tailored dispersion can transform a low-cost spherical lens into a diffraction-limited achromatic lens across the entire visible. These achromatic and dispersion-tailored metalenses can find numerous applications across industry and scientific research, such as in lithography, microscopy, endoscopy and virtual and augmented reality.
Methods
Methods, including statements of data availability and any associated accession codes and references, are available at https://doi. org/10.1038/s41565-017-0034-6.
